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A New Year = New
Resolutions

Marketing for
Integrative Practitioners

this year!

Don’t have time for
marketing? Or don’t
know where to start?
GetWellnessPatients.co
m has a marketing
system for integrative
practitioners with no
work for you!
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In this article by ACAM
member, Joel Lopez, MD
he explores ideas on how
you and your patients
can keep your resolutions
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Happy New Year!
2012 is here and ACAM is celebrating
39 years of being the voice of
integrative medicine!
2011 was full of exciting new
endeavors for ACAM and we plan to
keep up that momentum to bring you
many more exciting integrative
medicine education opportunities in
this new year.
Last year ACAM held two weekend
modules at the Mandarin Oriental, Las
Vegas and the W Fort Lauderdale,
which oﬀered practitioners less time
away from their practices to learn new
integrative medicine therapies in
intimate settings. We look forward to

Support Integrative
Medicine

Classifieds
Are you in the market for
a career in integrative

The ACAM Educational
Foundation supports the
organization, our
members, and the
integrative medicine
industry as a whole.

medicine? Visit our
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bringing you more weekend learning
opportunities in 2012.

Classifieds section to
view open positions.

(AHMA), and International College of
Integrative Medicine (ICIM) to bring
you iMosaic - Integrative Medicine
Oﬀering Science-based Alternatives In
Collaboration, in Minneapolis,
Minnesota.

2011 was also a year of collaborations
for ACAM. In April we joined forces
with the American Academy of
Environmental Medicine (AAEM),
American Holistic Medical Association In November we joined forces with
AAEM to bring you Exchange 2011 in
Portland, Oregon. The meeting truly
was an exchange of knowledge and
ideas as presenters discussed varying
views on topics such as nutrition,
Vitamin D, supplementation and
detoxification.

Expert Panel at Exchange 2011 featuring John
Cannell, MD, Jeﬀrey Bland, PhD, and Ted
Schettler, MD

We enjoyed serving you in 2011 and
plan to continue to wow you and bring
you the best of integrative medicine
education in 2012! Happy New Year
from ACAM!
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Meet Neal Speight, MD
New President and CEO of
ACAM

practices based on peer reviewed literature
and strengthening the balance sheet for
ACAM.
Dr. Speight did his undergraduate work in
chemistry at University of North CarolinaChapel Hill. He attended medical school at
East Carolina School of Medicine and
completed his residency at University of
South Carolina-Columbia. He is board certified
in Family Medicine and has additional training
in metal toxicology and integrative medicine.
He is a member of the American Board of
Family Medicine. Additionally, for five years
he served as an assistant professor at Capitol
University of Integrative Medicine in
Washington, DC.

New Year’s Resolutions
by Joel Lopez, MD

It’s a new year and ACAM has a new leader!
ACAM’s newest President, Neal Speight, MD
will serve as the organization’s leader from
2012 to 2014. He follows in the footsteps of
Eleanor Hynote, MD who has led ACAM for
the last two years.
Dr. Speight has been a member of ACAM for
14 years and has served on ACAM’s Board of
Directors since 2000. His practice is in
Matthews, North Carolina where he applies
nutritional and environmental approaches in
the treatment of his patients. Among the
patients he sees are people suﬀering from
fibromyalgia, chronic fatigue, depression,
neurodegenerative diseases, hormone
imbalances and lyme disease.
During his term as President, Dr. Speight plans
on introducing exciting new expansions to the
organization. His first priority is to expand
ACAM’s educational oﬀerings beyond
conferences and modules, to include digital
resources as well, such as an online library
exclusive to members. Other priorities
include implementing better diagnostic
computer system tools for decision making in

could be done through the blood, hair, and
the urine. Of course, these tests are not
mainstream yet, so conventionally-trained
doctors may not be aware of these tests.
A simple CBC and serum chemistry can tell us
what’s going on with a person nutritionally,
although indirectly. A CBC for instance, can
tell if there’s iron, B12 or folic acid deficiency.
High blood sugar could be due to lack of
vitamin B1 or thiamine. Low creatinine could
be due to protein insuﬃciency or impaired
digestion. Low uric acid could be due to
copper or molybdenum deficiencies. Low CO2
can also be due to a lack of vitamin B1 or
thiamine deficiency. Low albumin could be
due to a need for more vitamin C. Low AST/
SGOT and low ALT/SGPT could be due to
vitamin B6 deficiency. Low GGTP could be due
to B6 or Magnesium deficiency. High total/
free T-3 could be due to iodine deficiency
while low total /free T-3 could be due to
selenium deficiency. Low total/free T-4 could
be due to iodine deficiency.
In summary, “normal” tests don’t really mean
anything because they’re mostly based on
statistics. Low normal or high normal mean
something, especially if a person is
symptomatic. It goes back to individualizing
treatment or a more personalized medicine.

Here we go again making new year’s
resolutions. Among the most common
resolutions include losing weight, stopping
unhealthy habits such as smoking or drinking,
and starting an exercise program. Whatever a
new year’s resolution is, whether it’s yours or
your patient’s, it is important to be patient and
give ourselves a break when things don’t go
as planned. I’d like to discuss the issue of
addictions, whether it’s smoking, drinking,
gambling, you name it.
Oftentimes, these addictions are brought
about by nutritional imbalances. To put it
simply, people oftentimes crave certain things
because they lack nutrients such as vitamins,
minerals, amino acids, essential fatty acids, and
trace elements.

A Marketing System for
Integrative Physicians

Are you looking for help to market your
practice? Don’t know where to start?
GetWellnessPatients.com can help!

GetWellnessPatients.com is an instant
Fortunately, there are tests available that could marketing system where all practice
marketing is done for health care
tell us exactly what is lacking. These tests
practitioners; from building your website, to
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search engine optimization (SEO), to social
media. The system is completely customizable
and there’s no work for you. Through a fivefold attack: SEO, website enhancement, social
media, oﬄine ads and an e-mail marketing
system, GetWellnessPatients.com promises to
take care of all your marketing needs for you.
GetWellnessPatients.com founder and
President, Pat Necerato began in health care
marketing by providing personal fitness
consultations to health clubs. After helping
various chains increase their membership
numbers and rise to the top, Necerato
decided to continue studying marketing and
start his own business to help podiatrists,
dentists, chiropractors, and now integrative
physicians reach their marketing goals.
Perhaps you have a beautiful website with a
high ranking on Google, but if it’s not bringing
you new patients, it’s missing the mark.
GetWellnessPatients.com uses lead generation
tools to turn your traﬃc into actual leads. Not
only do they capture the leads, but through email blasts they do the follow-ups for you too.

because the services you oﬀer are lifechanging and people are willing to travel great
distances to receive these therapies. With the
Premium package you will also be placed on
about ten additional search engines, which will
really get your rankings higher. Learn all
about GetWellnessPatients.com by watching
their 90 second demo video on the website at
www.getwellnesspatients.com.
One New Jersey doctor began using
GetWellnessPatients.com and without putting
any work in himself immediately started
receiving around two new patients a week.
Another practitioner received 15 new leads in
his first week of using the system, which
turned into 10 new appointments, additionally
earning him an extra $7000 in revenue. You
may view all the testimonials at
www.getwellnesspatients.com.

No matter what your specialty is
GetWellnessPatients.com will help you
customize a marketing system that will work
for you. Call John Marrone with
GetWellnessPatients.com at 1-888-857-2621
(ext. 1) and tell him you heard about the
GetWellnessPatients.com has three diﬀerent
system from ACAM and receive 10% oﬀ your
packages for you to choose from; Standard,
activation! John is familiar with ACAM
Ultimate, and Premium. With the Standard
physicians and is more than happy to
package GetWellnessPatients.com will do your
personally consult you for all of your in house
website and all your e-mail marketing for you.
marketing.
They’ll follow-up with leads, do your
newsletter, and reactivation system, it’s a great
Donate to the ACAM
place to start. The Ultimate package does all
Educational Foundation
of that, but also includes extensive market
research to get your SEO higher.
GetWellnessPatients.com will look at the town
you practice in and determine what residents
there are searching for. For example are they
looking for ‘holistic,’ ‘wellness,’ or
‘integrative?’ Once GetWellnessPatients.com
determines the key words people are
Among ACAM’s goals for 2012 is raising
searching for, they then saturate your website money for the ACAM Educational Foundation.
with them. They will also get you higher
The ACAMef is a 501(c)(3) not-for-profit
rankings on about three search engines in
organization and supports the core of ACAM,
addition to Google. With the Premium
our members and your patients.
package you get even more. The market
The Foundation was chartered on September
research is more extensive, not only do they
21, 2005, with the purpose of advancing
study the city your practice is in, but they
integrative medicine through education and
research the surrounding areas as well. This is
advocacy. Support for the organization comes
a huge perk for integrative practitioners
by means of charitable donations from
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individuals, corporations, as well as volunteer
eﬀorts. The income from these endowments is
used to support the creation and
dissemination of educational resources,
professional development for physicians and
licensed health care providers, public
awareness, and other programs that enhance
integrative medicine education.
The ACAM Educational Foundation’s goal is to
increase the awareness and practice of
integrative medicine by supporting the
American College for Advancement in
Medicine’s educational programs. Integrative
physicians and researchers are shaping the
future of conventional medicine by
implementing cutting edge research and
technologies into their practices. We
celebrate and support the triumphs of modern
man, our members, and their patients and
invite everyone to do the same.
The ACAMEF’s Vision is:
• To ensure the continued development
of safe and eﬀective integrative medicine
education as a means to reduce or
eliminate poor health outcomes among
the patient population.
• To empower patients to seek the
highest quality of care for their desired
health outcomes.
• To improve the lives and quality of
health care of future generations
•To advocate for an integrative heath care
model which champions patient health
above all other influences .
The ACAM Educational Foundation relies on
the generous support of individuals,
corporations, and charitable trusts to support
its vision. The ACAM Educational Foundation
is a not-for-profit organization 501(c)(3) and
contributions are tax deductible.
We appreciate any contribution you can
make. Donate to the ACAMef at
www.acamnet.org/donate or mail your check
donation to:
ACAM Educational Foundation
8001 Irvine Center Drive Ste 825
Irvine, CA 92618

Doctor’s Data leads the way
in delivering comprehensive testing for integrative practitioners
Doctor’s Data, Inc. (DDI) provides urine, blood, fecal and hair elemental analysis, comprehensive stool assessments, and amino acid
laboratory testing to practitioners employing biomedical interventions in treating their patients. Read what some of the luminaries in
this field of medicine have to say about DDI:
… a specialty lab that I trust implicitly …
a high degree of sensitivity, specificity,
and reproducibility …
— James A. Neubrander, MD, Edison, NJ, USA

We find the Red Blood Essential Element test
particularly helpful … the Comprehensive Stool
Analysis has been excellent…
— Elizabeth Mumper, MD, Medical Director, Autism
Research Institute; Founder, RIMLAND Center,

The service we receive is excellent with results
set out superbly …

Lynchburg, VA, USA

MACOEM, Medical Director, Breakspear Hospital,

The quality of your services are unequaled by
any other lab … Thank you for your work.

Hemel Hempstead, UK

— John A. Green III, MD, Evergreen Center PC,

— Jean Monro, MB, BS, MRCS, LRCP, FAAEM, DIBEM,

Oregon City, OR, USA

… the finest and most up-to-date scientific
laboratory assessments available anywhere.
— Antony J. Haynes, Nutritional Therapist, BA (Hons),
Dip ION, London UK

We order DDI heavy metals tests and
comprehensive stool analyses for reliability,
accuracy, and completeness.

The commitment of Doctor’s Data … in the
field of integrative medicine, has earned them
the respect and trust of integrative medical
physicians around the world.
— Kenneth A. Bock, MD, FAAFP, FACN, Rhinebeck
Health Center, Rhinebeck, NY, USA; Past President
of American College for Advancement in Medicine

— Phillip C. DeMio, MD, Cleveland and Columbus,
Ohio; USA Chief Medical Officer, US Autism and
Asperger Association

Read their full quotes at www.doctorsdata.com

DOCTOR’S DATA, INC.
3755 Illinois Avenue, St. Charles, IL 60174-2420 USA
44.(0)871.218.0052 (United Kingdom)
1.630.377.8139 (elsewhere)t fax)
VL!EPDUPSTEBUBDPNtXXXEPDUPSTEBUBDPN
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Classifieds
Terrific Opportunity for Integrative
MD or DO in Nebraska

and escape from hectic big city life. We serve
a large patient base that is very interested in
alternative medicine.
Visit our website
at www.yourcenterforhealth.com. Call
Loretta Baca MD at 308-534-6687 or email at:
thecenterforhealth@gmail.com
The Center for Health
302 South Jeﬀers ST
North Platte NE 69101

Integrative Physician Opportunity in
Riverhead, New York

Join me in the most advanced integrative
practice in Nebraska. This is a fabulous
opportunity to join a thriving holistic practice.
We provide IV vitamin therapies, energetic
and manual therapies, neural therapy and
much more. The position can be part-time or
full time depending on your needs. Central
Nebraska is a wonderful place to raise a family

Physician, M.D., D.O., B/C, B/E Internist,
Allergist or FP, wanted to join a primary care
(CAM)/allergy practice in Riverhead, New
York. Participation in insurance plans a must.
Permanent or part-time (2-3 days per week.)
Please call Helen at 631-905-9224 or e-mail
heleneburgess1@yahoo.com.

Austin Wellness Clinic Seeks
Integrative Physician
Practice is located in the heart of one of the
most desirable cities to live in - Austin, TX.
The practice oﬀers a trained Nurse
Practitioner and excellent support staﬀ and
oﬃce management. The current practice
specializes in Bioidentical Hormones, Weight
Loss, and Allergy Treatment, but will be
expanding service oﬀerings.
Please call (512) 590-3416 or email
info@austinwellnessclinic.com for more
information.

If you have a classified ad you’d like to
submit to the Voice please email:
thevoice@acam.org.
Additionally if you have an article you’d
like to submit for publication, an
advertisement, or any comments or
suggestions for the newsletter, please
email: thevoice@acam.org.
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The Allergy Issue - Number 5 - July/August 2010 --

Want this newsletter at a different address? Call us! 1-800-532-3688

